Mr Light
Mr. Light Classic
MR. LIGHT Classic is a compact and efficient signalling device, ideal for radio studios, recording suites, TV
and radio control rooms, and many more. An internal high intensity LED array provides optimal visibility
in any environmental light condition.
As an option, MR. LIGHT is also available in the “double sided” version, featuring two illuminated faces.
Warning texts (such as “On-Air”, “Silence”, etc.) are printed on transparent films and can be chosen from
the standard range or customized for your application.
The display can be constantly illuminated or blinking and easily modified by replacing the film. With the
included bracket, MR. LIGHT classic is easily mounted on the wall on to the ceiling.

An optional, additional bracket is available to allow an easy “flag” mounting.
For easier installation and operation, MR. LIGHT Classic just requires a simple DC supply of between 12
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and 15 Volts.
The optional power supply can provide enough power to operate a maximum of three units, with any
combination of constant or blinking operation.
It also allows for easy control via TTL or clean contacts on photocouplers (separate for each lamp) and
makes MR. LIGHT Classic suitable for any audio console or control device.
Thanks to the separate installation of the power supply, you will avoid any long AC main cable runs
across the walls or close to the studio’s ceiling. Alternatively to the dedicated power supply, MR. LIGHT
Classic lamps may also fed by any regular stabilized DC voltage.

Mr. Light RGB
MR. LIGHT RGB is the new multipurpose signal lamp designed for Radio, TV, on air, production and
recording studios. The lamp is also ideal for any other environment where a signalling light is required
such as audio booths, meeting rooms and offices.
It’s highly configurable to match customers’ needs: colour, wording, graphics, brightness and operating
mode.
MR. LIGHT RGB has been designed to be easily installed in any environment and condition.
MR. LIGHT RGB is made of high quality components and material that guarantee modern design and no
need for maintenance.

Main Features
Mr. Light Classic

Mr. Light RGB

Lifetime led operation, in both constant

Multi-coloured RGB LEDs

and blinking modes

Operating mode: blink, blink 2-colours,

Easy to install and control

pulse always on.
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Customizable display text, single or doublesided options custom configuration

Supplied with mounting kit: wall and ceiling
Just 1 cable
GPIs for remote control.
Easy setting for colour and switching mode
High availability and low power
consumption
12V DC power supply included
Customizable wording with Text and
graphics (logos, icons, symbols and
ideograms)

Download the Manual
READ
ME
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